"Wild & Crazy Queens Relay Races!"
Hungry Human Hippos
Supplies: Rolling dollies or mechanic creepers, Small totes or Laundry
Baskets and Plastic Ball pit balls (lots of them!) Teams of two. One player
on the dolly on their belly. Balls in the middle of the room. You have to
push your player to the balls and they grab as many as they can under the
totes/laundry basket and pull them back to your corner. Winner is the team
with the most balls in their corner.
Sit on it! (Balloon Pop)
Inflate enough balloons for each player. Have your team members line up in
rows and place an empty chair opposite each row a good distance away.
Give each player an inflated balloon. Team members race one at a time to
the chair, sit on their balloon and pop it, then run back to their team so the
next person in line can repeat the process. The first team to pop all their
balloons wins.
Toilet Plunger & TP Race
Place a toilet plunger between your legs. Teammate places a roll of toilet
paper between their legs. Plunger runs down to partner, gets TP on plunger
handle and runs back to next person in relay. TP is tossed back to next team
partner. Repeat.
Two-Player Balloon Run
After dividing your group into teams, have the members of each team pair
up. You can let them pick their own partners or assign them. However, make
sure you explain the object of the game is to run an obstacle course holding a
balloon with the sides of their heads, so it is best to choose someone the
same height. Either set an amount of time to complete the course or declare
as winner the first team to do so successfully.
Necking-the-Orange
Divide your group into two teams and have them stand in a line. The first
person in each line holds an orange under their chin. The object of the game
is to pass the orange down the line to the last person without using hands by
holding the orange under the chin. When the orange gets to the end of the
line, you can end the game, or continue by having the last person run to the
front and start over again.

Junk in the Trunk!
Jump the Ping Pong Balls out of the Tissue Box
Run a rope through a tissue box, tie it around your waste, put in a dozen ping
pong balls and hop until all your balls are out. First one empty wins!
Balloon Hop
Each Player is given a balloon. Place it between your knees and hop to the
finish line. Do as a Relay – Down and back, handing off to next player until
all are finished.
Pass the life-savers
Make two lines. Using toothpicks, you pass the life-savers from player to
player. Don’t poke your eye out!

Panty Hose and Oranges relay
Put an orange in a panty hose. Tie it around your waist so it is not touching
the floor. Hit an orange on the floor from one end of the room to the other
and back to your waiting partner. Winner is first team to finish.
Pong Ball Bounce
Bounce pong balls into solo cup. Get three in to move on to next player in
relay.
Cookie face
Sit down in a chair. Place an Oreo on your forehead. Without using your
hands, get it to your mouth. Next player can’t start until you get a cookie in
your mouth.
Solo Cup Shooting
Shoot Solo Cups with rubber bands to knock them off the table, relay style.
Magic Carpet Rides
Scooch across the floor on a carpet (Fabric Square) racing your opponent. If
we get Dollies, we can do this with them.
Pink Elephant
Take plastic slinky (full sized) and attached it to your forehead using a head
band. Let it dangle while leaning forward and attempt to stack it on your
forehead by tossing your head back and letting it land.

This Blows
Using balloons, blow cups off table. First table to clear their cups wins. Can
use straws for this too, instead of balloons.
Solo cup Pyramid Race
Race to stack cups in a pyramid, then race to take them back down to a
single stack. Relay style.
Hula Hoop Pass
Supplies: One hula hoop for each team
Divide the group into two teams (or more, if you have a lot of players). Loop
a hula hoop over one player's arm and have each team join hands to form a
circle. Without letting go of the other player's hands, the player with the
hoop must step into and through the hoop, so it rests on their other arm.
From there, the player must slide it onto the next player's arm, who repeats
the same maneuver. Whichever team can pass the hoop all the way around
the circle first wins.
Variation: Have teams stand in a straight line instead of a circle.
Banana Relay Race:
Lay on your back, head to toe in a line. Pass a banana only using your feet.
Make two or more rows/lines and do as relay race.
https://youtu.be/ctNMLkIpsL4
Links to Party Games:
https://youtu.be/1uj7Zo3fjt8
https://www.facebook.com/chasingthemoment/videos/150176362325131/?t
=15
https://www.facebook.com/chasingthemoment/videos/150560615620039/?t
=2

